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Preface 

Philosophy is a way of being in the world of questions, interacting with it, and responding to it. 

Human mind is an ongoing dialogue about the topics of philosophy such as good and evil, right 

and wrong, truth and falsity, appearance and reality. Education refers to an act or experience 

that has a formative effect on the mind, character, physical ability of an individual. Values are 

whatever an individual desires, prefers and likes. In context of present education system moral, 

cultural and spiritual values should be preferred. New Education Policy of India should be built 

on the foundation of ancient spiritualistic, modern culture and technical sophistication. It should 

develop scientific temper and spirit of inquiry in the students also. 

The present work entitled, “Philosophy, Education and Indian Value System” is an attempt to 

relate philosophy, education and values at the same ground, so that they can perform the 

conception of complete education. Here we have three chapters i.e. (i) Philosophy and Values in 

School Education of India, Sri Aurobindo’s Philosophy of Education and Spiritual Approach to 

Education: An Indian Experience, respectively.  I would like to thank my students and colleagues 

of Milestone Education Society (Regd.) Pehowa for their full time support and corporation in our 

educational programmes. May this work would get your kind attention and results as a useful 

treatise on education. 

                                                                                                                                         Desh Raj Sirswal 
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Dedicated to  

Students of Milestone Education Society (Regd.)  

Pehowa (Kurukshetra) 
 

 

“Whatever you are doing, put your whole mind on it. If you are shooting, your mind should be 
only on the target. Then you will never miss. If you are learning your lessons, think only of the 
lesson. In India boys and girls are taught to do this.” - Swami Vivekananda 

 

The child learns so easily because he has a natural gift, but adults, because they are tyrants, 
ignore natural gifts and say that children must learn through the same process that they learned 
by. We insist upon forced mental feeding and our lessons become a form of torture. This is one 
of man ís most cruel and wasteful mistakes.- Rabindranath Tagore 
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Chapter-I 

PHILOSOPHY AND VALUES IN SCHOOL EDUCATION OF INDIA1

In this chapter an attempt is made to draw out the contemporary relevance of philosophy in 

school education of India. It includes some studies, reports on philosophy by such agencies like 

UNESCO & NCERT. Many European countries emphasizes on the above said theme. There are 

lots of work and research done by many philosophers on philosophy for children. Indian values 

system is different from the West and more important than others. Education has become a 

tool to achieve efficiency in all walks of human life whether social, political, religious or 

philosophical. Every nation started developing its own specific set of educational values.  For 

India, it is very necessary to increase philosophical thinking, study and research. Philosophy 

could make significant contribution, particularly in relation to children’s moral development 

because the Indian curriculum currently neglects this aim. A teacher can play an important role 

in promoting this discussion because a teacher has the capacity to influence students with their 

thoughts and personality and engages them in these activities. Philosophy needs to be included 

in the curriculum and have demonstrated cognitive and social gains in children who were 

explored to philosophy in their schooling. 

 

Philosophy in India 

The current education system in India is highly effective in developing individuals who can be 

successful in situations where they have an authority to follow, but is not so effective in 

preparing individuals to deal with situations, where they need to exercise their own judgments. 

The NCERT (2005) in the National Curriculum Framework for School Education mentions ethics 

and philosophy as fields that students will have to know about and understand through the 

curriculum. It says “Ethics is concerned with all human values and with the rules, principles, 

standards and ideals which give them expression. In relation to action and choice, therefore, 
                                                           
1 Paper presented entitled "Philosophy and Values in School Education of India" in the First Asian Philosophy 
Congress held on March 06-09, 2010 at J.N.U., New Delhi organized by I.C.P.R., New Delhi. 
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ethics must be conceded primary over each of the forms of understanding. Ethical 

understanding involves understanding reasons for judgments-for what makes something and 

some acts right and others wrong- regardless of the persons involved. Furthermore, such 

reasons will be reason for anyone; reason, equality and personal autonomy are therefore very 

intimately connected concepts. Philosophy involves a concern, on the one hand with analytical 

clarification, evaluation and synthetic coordination of the aforementioned forms of 

understanding in relation to life, and on the other hand, with the whole, the ultimate meaning 

and the transcendent.”1 

It also puts special emphasis to stimulate the ethical development in students. In this context 

ethical development “calls for devising means and ways of helping children to make choices 

and decide,  what is right, what is kind, and what is best for the common good, keeping in view 

the border implication for personal and social values.”2 

Researches in the area of assessment and enhancement of thinking skill ,in general and socio-

moral reasoning in particular in India not done properly. A report of the 5th All India Educational 

Survey conducted by the National Council for Educational Research and Training (NCERT) says, 

“More research is being done in the area of moral development than in the area of moral 

education….existing value patterns have been surveyed but research on the inculcation of 

values through educational intervention is limited. Our suggestion is that while doing research 

work, more stress should be given to formulation of educational objectives, preparation of 

instructional material and trying out the materials through experimental design research.”3 

We should always know that the education is not merely a matter of special science, but it 

presupposes an all-embracing view, that is, philosophy. It is because humanity is history and it 

reminds us that we began with childhood that we can understand childhood and find the paths 

along which to lead it. The education is no more than the positive representation of the history 

of humanity. It should keep in mind that, “The teaching profession has taken a new turn- it has 

become interestingly challenging. Education now would do well to keep in mind the three I’s – 

Innovative, Interest and then Impress. With the first the attention is captured. The second 

sparks the child’s curiosity. The third enables the child to retain.”4 
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In a study on Indian students it has been found that the environment with which children 

deliberate philosophical issues necessitates mutual respect, empathy and cooperation resulting 

in moral conduct. Philosophical questions and reasoning about values and beliefs encourages 

more sophisticated moral decision-making. It relates to cognitive enhancements not only in the 

area of intellectual intelligence, but also in the area of moral and social intelligences. As Lipman 

suggests, “Children will learn that all ethical acts must have reasons and that it is well to think 

of the reason before one engages in the act, because if one does not, one must face the moral 

censure of one’s peers. This is not decision making by mere consensus. The guidance we receive 

is from a critical community that weighs the reasons for actions and not just the actions in 

isolation.”5 

When we are doing discussion on philosophy for school children, one question generally arises, 

“Are children capable for philosophical thinking?” The answer is that there are many researches 

done in this field. Jean Piaget’s well known theory of cognitive development suggests that prior 

to age 11 or 12, most children are not capable of philosophical thinking. This is because, prior to 

this time, children are not capable of “thinking about thinking”, the sort of metalevel thinking 

that characterise philosophical thinking. Philosopher Gareth Matthews goes further and argues 

at length that Piaget failed to see that philosophical thinking manifest in the very children he 

studied. Matthews provides a number of delightful examples of very young children’s 

philosophical puzzlement.  For example, Tim (age about six years, while busily engaged in 

licking a pot, asked, “Papa, how can we be sure that everything is not a dream ?”6 Examples of 

this kind also available in his book and also there are many philosophers and departments who 

are engaged in this field and their sources are available on the internet.  

Discussion on philosophy for children does not mean that we are dominating it, it is important 

for teachers to allow their students to develop their own ideas. And also the teacher will help 

students to develop an attitude to do the following obligations to society: 

1. Actively support policies and programmes which promote equality of opportunity for all. 

2. Work collegially to develop schools and centers which model democratic ideals. 
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3. Teach and model those positive values which are widely accepted in society and 

encourages learners to apply them and critically appreciate their significance.7 

  

National Policy of Education (1986) states about the role and status of teachers in the following 

manner, “The status of the teacher reflects the socio-cultural ethos of a society; it is said that 

no people can rise above the level of its teachers. The government and the community should 

endeavour to create conditions which will help motivate and inspire teachers on constructive 

and creative lives. Teachers should have the freedom to innovate, to devise appropriate 

methods of communication and activities related to the needs and capabilities and the causes 

of the community.”8 

Moreover, the process of philosophical inquiry leads to moral action and positive social conduct 

in the form of respecting others, accepting differences and behaving responsibility. These 

cognitive and social outcomes have an impact on the individual’s personality resulting in self-

esteem and confidence. Mehta and Whitebread concludes that “Moral reasoning and 

behaviour requires careful decision making, emphasizing with others and commitment to one’s 

decision. Since moral education enters education of the complete personality (cognitive, social 

and affective).”9 

If we wish to teach philosophy to school children then need to devise right kind curricula.  It is 

necessary to introduce philosophy to children with the help of stories, novels of particular 

issues and biographies of philosophers with their ideas. We can’t teach student of primary level 

history of philosophy, serious metaphysical, epistemological issues, but start with ethics and 

introductory logic and to develop analytical reasoning by making them think on a particular 

issue. Thoughtful and insightful discussions would be start in student’s regular classrooms. 

Work of art, thoughtful experiments, or even the daily newspapers can be used to trigger 

philosophical discussion of moral concerns. Student’s stories, novels, essays can also used and 

different kinds of study material also produce according to their needs. Philosophy for children 

endeavors can be found in colleges, universities, and associations in more than 20 countries 

around the world, so we can easily find different methods and material for it. 
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On the occasion of the World Philosophy Day, UNESCO has officially launched a special 

philosophical study entitled, Philosophy: A School of Freedom-Teaching Philosophy and Learning 

to philosophize: status and prospectus, which focuses on the state of the teaching of philosophy 

in the world at pre-school, primary, secondary and higher education levels, emphasizing 

pedagogical and didactic orientations for the promotion of the teaching of philosophy. 10 The 

philosophy progress is an integral part of UNESCO’s activities, since all this major issues, such as 

peace, justice, democracy, freedom, human rights, education, and so on, have a solid 

philosophical background, with an analytical and conceptual rigour. In fact, UNESCO was born 

out of a philosophical and ethical investigation into the conditions of the world, thus, the 

philosophy progress was undertaken by UNESCO in 1946, and just one year after the 

organisation came into being. 

ICPR analyses that one thing that appears not to have been done in India in recent times is to 

take a serious look on the teaching, study and research in philosophy. Philosophy itself has 

always been a very core area in the history and culture of our country. But, for all practical 

purposes, philosophy seems to have become just like any other routine academic discipline in 

the country since its teachers appear to have lost the vision of its special place and role in the 

general scheme of things. This is an extremely unfortunate development. It is sad that 

philosophy needs to be rescued from some of those very persons whose duty it happens to be 

nourish and promote it.11  UGC Report (1966) on Philosophy says, “To the solution of various 

problems in a country such as India, which has set before itself certain national goals and is 

striving hard to realise them, Philosophy has certainly a positive contribution to make.”12   It can 

make a significant contribution as an academic discipline in India today if certain new 

approaches are being followed. Within these  approaches it includes logic, critical evaluation of 

our own heritage, awareness of the impinging of philosophy on other subjects of study, 

philosophy as the matrix of the sciences, philosophy of education and should concentrate on 

the urgent issues which our country face today. 

Recently Yashpal Report on Higher Education suggested that, “One ways of improving the 

quality of teaching of these additional disciplines and stimulating students’ interest is to allow 
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students for whom a subject is additional to study along with these whom the same subject is 

primary. For instance, a mathematics student should study and undergo evaluation in 

philosophy as an optional subject along with student for whom philosophy constitutes the 

primary subject. In sum, there is a need to expose students, especially at the undergraduate 

level, to various disciplines like humanities, social science and aesthetics etc., in an integrated 

manner.”13 

Our education system unlike, the western was religion oriented and philosophies were 

developed later. But over the centuries philosophy had taken the lead role in education, there 

by science and logic were introduced in our educational curricula. As a result, western socio-

religious and education values started entering into our social fabric. Now, education has 

become a tool to achieve efficiency in all walks of human life whether social, political, religious 

or philosophical. Yet, every nation started developing its own specific set of educational values. 

It is time that India should also develop its own set of educational values to keep its own 

identity among the nations in the modern times as it did in the ancient past.14   

Now it is  time to take effective message to introduce courses on ethics and logic at all levels of 

our education system, like those found in European countries, because one of the goal in 

intersectoral strategy on philosophy at UNESCO is to promote the teaching of philosophy at 

secondary and university levels. It is heartening to note that countries like Belgium, Norway, 

Australia and Brazil, have already taken decisions to introduce philosophy from primary school.  

Some British Universities offer M.A. Philosophy of Management , Philosophy of Biodiversity and 

the like. They run centers like Centre for Applied Ethics, Centre for Practical and Professional 

Ethics, Centre for Philosophical Counselling etc.15 There  are several centers also in India like 

Centre for Philosophy and Foundations of Science, New Delhi, Centre for Philosophy and 

History of Science, Pune University, Centre for Philosophy, J.N.U., New Delhi, Centre for 

Philosophy, N.I.A.S., Bangalore, De Paul Institute of Religion and Philosophy, Bangalore, 

Manipal Centre for Philosophy and Humanities, Manipal and Pratap Center of Philosophy, 

Amalner etc. 
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We can sum up our discussion by saying that every person is defined to do a certain task in his 

life. He would serve society in some capacity, f not society, at least his own family. If he raises 

his children in a proper way, it makes them good citizens, that itself is a kind of service of 

society. If we wish to rely upon Indian intellect to create a good society, students should opt for 

philosophy. Researches by scholars are undertaken on a large scale. We need philosophical 

temperament in society and for that we should steer away from religious bigotry, Casteism, and 

superstitions. And for this we should try to acquainted students with philosophy from his 

schooling.  
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Chapter-II 

SRI AUROBINDO’S PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 

Sri Aurobindo Ghose was a multifaceted person. He was a freedom fighter, poet, scholar, yogi 

and philosopher. He spent his life working towards the cause of India’s freedom, and for further 

evolution of life on earth. The teachings of Sri Aurobindo are multifaceted and all-embracing 

but unified by his central vision of a spiritual and divine destiny which must evolve. His ideas on 

education are influential because these are student- centric and contributed new methods of 

learning to quality education. According to him man is only a transitional being living in a 

mental consciousness but with the possibility of acquiring a new consciousness, the Truth-

consciousness, and capable of living a life perfectly harmonious, good and beautiful, happy and 

fully conscious.  In this chapter we will discuss about his philosophy of education as well as 

some positive work going on his with name in some educational institutions. 

Sri Aurobindo on Education 

Sri Aurobindo’s philosophy of education is based on facts, experience and personal realisations 

and on having the vision of a seer or Rishi. Aurobindo’s spirituality was inseparably united with 

reason. The goal of Sri Aurobindo was not merely the liberation of the individual from the chain 

that fetters him and realization of the self, but to work out the will of the Divine in the world, to 

effect a spiritual transformation and to bring down the divine nature and a divine life into the 

mental, vital and physical nature and life of humanity. Sri Aurobindo defined education as, 

“That alone will be a true and living education which helps to bring out to full advantage, makes 

ready for the full purpose and scope of human life all that is in the individual man, and which at 

the same time helps him to enter into his right relation with the life, mind and soul of the 

people to which he belongs and with that great total life, mind and soul of humanity of which 

he himself is a unit and his people or nation a living, a separate yet inseparable member.”  

During his whole life, Sri Aurobindo gave all his time to establish upon earth this consciousness, 

which he called Supramental, and to help those gathered around him to realise it. For it is only 

the descent of the Supermind which can create the perfection dreamt of by all through the ages 
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and remould, not only the individual but also his social existence, into a divine pattern. His 

teachings centered on the following: 

 

(i) The integral growth and perfection of the individual. 

(ii) Social transformation and the development of a collective life where each one can occupy 

the place for which he is best suited and pour him out as a force for the growth and perfection 

of humanity. 

(iii) The realisation of human unity in a harmonious and organised diversity, where each nation 

will become conscious of its true genius and offer its best for the whole mankind. 

 

Students often question the relevance of spiritualism in their modern life. They want to know 

why they should know what they are within and why should they bother to change themselves. 

With rapid changes in the socio-economic aspects of life all over the world, students are under 

intense pressure, and are seeking something, which will help them to successfully deal with 

union with the universal and transcendent existence. Sri Aurobindo’s approaches will help in 

the same. 

In ancient India the principal aim of education was to enlighten and prepare human 

consciousness and its instruments for both the inner and outer realisation of the highest 

potential of students. For example, Taittriya Upanishad enumerates some methods by which 

the Self can be realised. They are: 

1. Ritam (Righteousness) 

2. Satyam (Truthfulness) 

3. Tapasaya (Meditation) 

4. Dama (Discipline of senses) 

5. Sama (Discipline of organs of perception) 

6. Swadhaya (Learning about the Self) 
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According to Sri Aurobindo if we want to find out the spiritual foundation to education we 

should move to our ancient education systems and scriptures. For this, orientation of teachers 

to take up new roles, responsibilities and counseling to students will form a continuous process 

in the most organise and professional manner help them to cope with expectations and 

pressures of emerging demands. 

 

VALUE-ORIENTED EDUCATION AND ITS WEAK POINTS  

The term value may mean different things to different people but the concept of values and 

ethics is crucial to greatness or otherwise of all human action and behaviour. Value is what an 

individual desires, likes or prefers. Their perception of the value depends on their paradigm and 

prejudices. In every society there are continual changes in its concepts of values. In Indian 

tradition five basic human values, are namely Truth, Righteous Conduct, Peace, Love and Non-

Violence- the five sources of moral strengths. The values were further classified to facilitate 

their adoption contextually, logically and on a need-based approach in the following manner: 

(a) personal values, (b) social values, (c) cultural values, (d) global values, (e) spiritual values. 

The weak points of value-oriented education programme are as follow: 

• Lack of clarity of the conceptual framework. 

• Non-availability of suitable learning/ teaching materials and training modules. 

• A tendency to treat value education as yet another subject. 

• Lack of administration inputs. 

• Absence of good amount of orientation programmes for teachers/ educators, key-level 

personnel, and school teachers. 

 

Tools for teacher’s Training Programme 

In order to realize Truth, Beauty and Goodness through academic approach, stories, historical 

biographies, need to be carefully chosen and employed throughout the school curriculum. We 
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should need teacher’s training programmes and also some learning material. Good source on 

teacher training programmes also available on the web. 

 

Sri Aurobindo International Institute of Educational Research, Auroville produced two books 

The Aim of Life and The Good Teacher and the Good Pupil and they can already be made a good 

vehicle of teacher’s training in value education and they can also be recommended for tertiary 

education. The Aim of Life contains the following aim with reference texts: 

(i) Integrated aim of life 

(ii) Cosmic terrestrial aim of life 

(iii) Materialistic terrestrial aim of life 

(iv) Scientific terrestrial aim of life 

(v) Supra terrestrial aim of life 

(vi) Supra conscious aim of life 

 

The Good Teacher and the Good Pupil also implies a philosophy of child centered education, 

philosophy of life long education and philosophy of constant youth and freshness. The book 

started from the Vedas and the Upanishad, and brought out the stories of teachers and pupils 

of the Upanishads. Here also given the example of Krishna as a teacher and Arjuna as a pupil 

and an example of the Buddha himself a student and the Buddha as a teacher. It also spoke 

about the system of Zen Buddhism and learning and given also a story of Sufi teacher. 

Illustrating how he tests his pupils and how a pupil first failed and ultimately succeeds. There 

are also discussions about different Western educationist and their texts in the book. It took 

Letters from a Father to his Daughter which shows how as a good father trains his daughter and 

also famous example of Ramakrishna as a teacher to Vivekananda and also a text from The 

Mother. This book received a wide acceptance by educationists in the country. It is also 

translated and published by Indian Council of Philosophical Research, New Delhi in Hindi 

language. 
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Today education systems almost everywhere are utilitarian in character promoting an 

examination- oriented education. There goals are limited and have no intrinsic relationship with 

the idea of process and ends of genuine teaching learning. A question arises as to what system 

of education could encourage the flowering of good teachers and good pupils. The following 

suggestions are given as a modest attempt to this question: Lectures should have much more 

modest place than they have today. A great role should be assigned to self-learning and to work 

on individual and collective projects. Programmes of study should be more flexible. The 

examination system must be thoroughly revised. Texts should be designed to stimulate the 

pupils to make further progress. In brief, it may be said that Truth, Harmony and Liberty will be 

the underlying principles of an ideals system of education and Sri Aurobindo’s approach helps 

us to find the said virtues. 

The Good Teacher and the Good Pupil emphasized the qualities of a good teacher and the 

qualities of a good pupil. In essence, what it said for a good pupil is that there should be 

enthusiasm of the quest which impels the efforts so that he leaps up his hand to such an extent 

that he can be uplifted by the helpful hand of the teacher and for the teacher. The book 

emphasized the values of wisdom and the values of character that can serve like a magnet of 

example which can further be enhanced by the power of the contact of the soul of the teacher 

with the soul of the pupil and the book taken examples of good teachers and good pupils from 

the East and the West, so that ultimately we have a harmonious and universal philosophy of 

education. 

Suggested Reading: 

Aurobindo Ghose Biography 

http://www.iloveindia.com/indian-heroes/aurobindo-ghose.html 

Achha Sikshak Aur Achha Chhatra, Edited by Kireet Joshi, Indian Council of Philosophical 

Research, New Delhi, 2002. 

“Applied Philosophy” in Reading Material in Philosophy, CBSE, New Delhi,2010. 
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Philosophy of Value-Oriented Education: Theory and Practice, Edited by Kireet Joshi, Indian 

Council of Philosophical Research, New Delhi, 2002. 

Towards Tomorrow, Sri Aurobindo Society, Pondicherry, 2002. 

The Good Teacher and the Good Pupil and The Aim of Life, Sri Aurobindo International Institute 

of Educational Research, Auroville. 
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Chapter-III 

SPIRITUAL APPROACH TO EDUCATION: AN INDIAN EXPERIENCE 

Education is the most important component of any developed society. In the words of former 

President Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, it is the most important element for the growth and 

prosperity of a nation. It enables us to understand the milestones of the modern society has 

achieved and links common people with the scientific achievements and technological break-

through made by our scientists. Yet there are 350 million   illiterates in India even now besides a 

large number of such literates “who have to acquire employable skills to suit the emerging 

modern India and the globe.” In this chapter first has been  discussed about the meaning and 

objectives of education then come to spiritual approach to education by Indian thinkers as a 

component of value education for national growth. 

 

Meaning and Objectives of Education 

The term education usually denotes the technical sense and is generally limited to the context 

of teachers instructing students. By  quoting some thinkers here we can draw the right meaning 

of Education: 

George F. Kneller, “In its broad sense, education refers to any act or experience that has a 

formative effect on the mind, character, or physical ability of an individual…In its technical 

sense education is the process by which society, through schools, colleges, universities, and 

other institutions, deliberately transmits its cultural heritage–its accumulated knowledge, 

values, and skills–from one generation to another.”  

J.H. Pestalozzi, “Education is natural, harmonious and progressive development of man’s innate 

powers.”  Education inculcates certain values and principles and also prepares a human being 

for social life.  
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Every system of education has to base itself on certain ends and policies, and it is the business 

of philosophy to provide these ends and policies to education the framing-up and selection of 

the educational ends and politics presuppose value-considerations and values-judgments. The 

discipline of education because of its positive nature cannot make normative decision. Hence is 

the need of philosophical framework. It is said that education without clear cut aims is like a 

rudderless ship.  

Here are some objectives of a good educational system; we can broadly classify as: 

• Individual Development  

•  Social and National Development  

  

Education should enable a human being to attain the greatest possible harmony, internal and 

external, spiritual and material, for the fullest possible development of human potentialities 

and capacities. Development of an individual – physically, mentally and spiritually is well known 

aim of education. Aim of education should be to make children self- confident and self 

dependent, and to make them strong physically and mentally. The social aim which means that 

education should produce effective individuals in the sense that they realize their 

responsibilities towards the society. Social aim of education is equally important because an 

individual lives in society and has his obligations towards his nation.  

 

Individual and social aims of education are not contrary to one another. In fact they are 

complementary to one another. The purpose of education should be the development of the 

fullest possible capacities and potentialities physical and spiritual of a total man. It should make 

a man capable of earning his livelihood reasonably well to enjoy a happy and secure life while 

making effective contributions to the society and national effort of making India strong, 

advanced and prosperous. Social and National Development aims includes social 

transformation, modernization, acquisition of values, community participation and 

universalisation etc. 
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SPIRITUAL APPROACH TO EDUCATION: AN INDIAN EXPERIENCE  

India’s ancient wisdom and value system are great heritage of mankind. We took back into our 

history and culture; we find that our educational systems, leadership values and managerial 

process, designed by Rishis are great source of inspiration and motivation. The present 

education system is based on Western ethos, which ignores the polishing and development of 

the inner instrument of man, his mind and his life. It ignores the innate divinity, the self within 

and focuses only on the body, mind and intellect. This lack of focus on developing the powers of 

concentration of the mind and ignores the need for the unfoldment of the innate perfection, 

peace and happiness of self, is therefore, directly responsible for the lowering of our character 

and value.  

During the freedom struggle, some great leaders of modern India, who were also educationists, 

challenged the British systems of education and developed powerful philosophies of education 

so as to provide to the students not only the lessons of the Indian heritage but also to prepare 

them for the future greatness of India. These are as follow: 

Mahrishi Dayananda Saraswati: He went back to the Vedic foundations and put forth a system 

of education that would reform India and make it progressive. He inspired the Gurukul system 

of education and underlined the great role of the teacher in uplifting the talent and character of 

the pupil. 

Swami Vivekananda: He spoke of man-making education and accepting Vedantic knowledge as 

the base, acknowledge the truth of every religion and a synthesis of Yoga, he opened the gates 

of the future before the youth, filling them with a new spirit of inspiration, heroism and 

dynamic action. 

Mahatma Gandhi: He emphasized the training of the Hand, Heart and Head, overarched by the 

values of Truth, Non-violence, Self-control, Conscientiousness and Renunciation , as also equal 

respect towards all religion and life of simplicity that aims at reconstruction and reform of rural, 

social, political organizations based on equality, empowerment of the week and the oppressed , 

decentralization and brotherhood. 
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Rabindranath Tagore: He established Santiniketan, and experimental Institute for a new aim 

and mode of education where the beauty and sublime of nature can serve as a living partner of 

teaching and learning, where the values of poetry, music and art can vibrate personality and 

mingling of cultures of Asia and of the world that would promote internationalism and world-

citizenship, and universal fraternity that transcends all division of race and religion in the 

Religion of Man. And there also arose also the nationalist call of “Vande Mataram” that gave 

birth to the movement of the National System of Education with the aim of recreating the 

ancient Indian spirit that was at once spiritual, intellectual, scientific, artistic, productive, and 

empowered now with new vigour to assimilate all that is new and progressive, to create new 

forms of expression and synthesis of powers of personality and knowledge and harmony of the 

East and West. 

Sri Aurobindo: He formulated the philosophy of education system in 1909 and developed it 

further in subsequent decades so as to embody the light and power of the synthesis of yoga 

and a programme of integral transformation of human life of the earth that would lead the 

evolution of the Nature into the birth of a new humanity and super-humanity. 

Dr. B.R. Ambedkar: He was a revolutionary, rationalist and humanist, a man who looked ahead 

of his time. His philosophy of education aims at creation of a liberating consciousness which is 

not just formal education but the conscientisation process of education, agitation and 

organization, put together. Education enriches the intellectual powers of the learners and to 

promote a respect for reason. He reintroduced the philosophy and spirituality of Buddhism, in 

modern India. For him, education is an instrument to change the destiny. 

J. Krishanamurti: He gave new dimensions to religion, spirituality, philosophy, psychology and 

education by his vision. His philosophy of education is related to the question of youth which is 

related to their daily life. He aims at to draw a subject matter of education which is directly 

related to human efforts and his life. He leaves rigid philosophical, spiritual, religious, and 

psychological conceptions related to the nature of education and gave a more popular and 

acceptable conception of education. He was an eminent thinker and spiritual teacher of 

modern India. 
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Sri Raman Mahrishi: He was a silent Teacher. His most direct and profound teaching was 

transmitted in silence. Unique in our time, he perfectly embodied the ultimate truth of self-

realization, or complete absorption in the Supreme itself. His highest teaching of ‘self-inquiry’ 

was understood in the infinite silence of his presence. Thorough this silence, countless numbers 

of devotees and visitors experienced the pure bliss of True Being. He was always willing to 

answer the questions of sincere aspirants and never failed to guide them in the right direction. 

All these initiatives and experiments have been bold, great, inspiring and all of them are still in 

various stages of growth and development; great lessons have to be learnt from these 

experiments. We have here a great fund of educational research that can guide us in the talks 

of value oriented education and of the entire transformation of our educational system. 

Suggested Readings: 

Aims and Objectives of Education 

http://www.education.nic.in/cd50years/g/T/GF/0TGF0201.htm 

Contemporary Indian Philosophy by Basant Kumar Lal, Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, Delhi, 

2010. 

Contemporary Indian Philosophy  by T. M. P. Mahadevan, G. V. Saroja, Sterling Publishers, New 

Delhi, 1981.  

Contemporary Indian Philosophy by Margaret Chatterjee, Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, Delhi, 

1998. 

History of Philosophy:  Eastern and Western by Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, Allen & Unwin, 1952. 

Introduction to the Philosophy of Education by George F. Kneller, John Wiley and Sons, New 

York, 1971.  

Philosophy of Value-Oriented Education: Theory and Practice, Edited by Kireet Joshi, Indian 

Council of Philosophical Research, New Delhi, 2002. 

Philosophy in India: Tradition, Teaching and Research, ICPR, New Delhi,1991. 
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The Buddha and His Dhamma by Dr. B.R. Ambedkar , the Corporate Body of the Buddha 

Educational Foundation, 1977. 

Twentieth Century Indian Philosophy: Nature and Destiny of Man by Nilima Sharma, Bhāratīya 

Vidyā Prakāśana, Varanasi, 1972. 

The Philosophical Traditions of India by Poolla Tirupati Raju, Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, 

Delhi,  1992. 
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Concluding Remarks 

In our culturally diverse society, education system should foster universal and eternal values, 

oriented towards the unity and integration of our people. Such value-education should hold 

eliminate obscurantism, religious fanaticism, violence, superstitions and fatalism. For this 

purpose philosophy and values become the primary concern. Presently various dimensions of 

individual and social development, social transformation, value- acquisition etc., have been well 

identified in present time for education for a developing nation. We are of the opinion that 

Indian education should aim at producing men and women of knowledge, cultural values and 

trained skills to achieve excellence in their personal, professional and social life. An ideal system 

of education would provide an environment and framework that will facilitate a harmonious 

blending presumptions. Teachers and education administrators have to play key role for the 

pursuit of truth and harmony. None of these pursuits can be meaningful or fruitful unless these 

are voluntary. The spirit of liberty is a necessary condition for the search for truth and for 

securing cooperation, mutual progress; goodness and feeling can only be achieved by a good 

education system. 

The personal, professional, social and political environment of our lives is getting more complex 

and challenging. Present students will have to face certain moral situations in future in which 

they will have to take decisions regarding their lives instead of depending on others. It is also 

necessary and important that students should take moral decisions for themselves. Relevance 

of teaching philosophy and values to school children arises due to current scenario of our 

country. India has profound positive content based on our heritage, national goals, and 

universal perceptions. One may give the examples of thinkers like Sri Aurobindo, Mahatma 

Gandhi, Dr B.R. Ambedkar, J. Krishnamurti, Raman Mahrishi and other social thinkers and 

educationist for this noble purpose, as they are the principal contributors of our modern 

wisdom. 

Philosophers and behavioural scientists can surely attempt to find practical ways in which 

people may be inspired to become altruistic and moral. Government, Universities, and other 

organizations like UGC, ICPR, NCERT should promote such types of researches. Some peoples 
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may have disagreements on what we have said in previous chapters holding the view that till a 

total and radical social and Cultural Revolution drastically changes the actual socio-economic 

conditions. For this noble purpose more attention and importance should be paid to non-

religious, socio-political thinking while dealing with the educational courses at all level of Indian 

education-system.  Any conclusion from this dialogue will only tentative, leaving adequate 

scope for dialogue continuation. Solutions of problems raised in this process should be 

beneficial for our system and this aspect should be constantly examined in the process of 

continuing dialogue. 
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Appendix-I: CPPIS, Pehowa (Kurukshetra) 

Centre for Positive Philosophy and Interdisciplinary Studies (CPPIS)  

Milestone Education Society (Regd.),Pehowa (Kurukshetra) 

 

Milestone Education Society (Regd.), Pehowa wished to establish a centre related to Humanities and 

Social Sciences. In this regard it established a Centre for Positive Philosophy and Interdisciplinary Studies 

(CPPIS) in collaboration with Society for Positive Philosophy and Interdisciplinary Studies, Haryana 

(online). 

Milestone Education Society (Regd.) Pehowa (Kurukshetra) is a non-profit organization and completely 

an educational and secular institution in nature about all matters. Its main objective is to do 

organizational and structural work for the educational development and carries out various initiatives 

that enhance education among all sections of society. It continuously working from 2005 and registered 

in April 2006. It is founded by some educational professionals to provide the best environment for 

study to students and give those appropriate guidelines and feedback for study. We are inspired by the 

great educationists and trying to become a milestone for the creative and quality education. 

Chief Functionary:   

Dr. Desh Raj Sirswal,                                                                                                                                     
Programme –Coordinator,                                                                                                                                             
Centre for Positive Philosophy and Interdisciplinary Studies (CPPIS),                                                                          
Milestone Education Society (Regd.), Near Civil Hospital,                                                                                
Balmiki Dharmashala, Pehowa,  Distt. Kurukshetra (Haryana)-136128 (INDIA)   
http:// milestone02.webs.com                                                                            
http://sppish.blogspot.com/p/centre-for-positive-philosophy-and.html                                                         
Email: dr.sirswal@gmail.com,mses.02@gmail.com 
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